
Forms Service Advisory March 10 2021 Meeting Minutes 
  

1. We discussed membership and welcomed new board member Julia Cohalan. 
2. We need to replace the tool used to look up and type ahead email addresses.  Hoping to retain 

the type ahead functionality.  
3. The project to archive all signed documents in DuckDoc’s (On Base) stalled a bit.  Kelly offered to 

prioritize and work on proof of concept in March and April.  Joseph is working with Chris Leblanc 
on a tool to pass the index file to On Base. 

4. Mark will follow up with Cleven to determine if forms is approved for use of high risk (red) 
data.  . 

5. Performance strategies 
a. Cloned forms a to b. 
b. Move data files to On Base. 
c. Could create forms c site dedicated to red data (timesheets). 
d. Could clone forms a and retain as an archive.  Downside is having to upgrade multiple 

sites. 
6. Discussed usefulness of the Pending tab for finding documents awaiting your signature, rather 

than sifting through email notifications. 
7. Discussed usefulness of the Submissions Overview report (More Info link) for a list of forms I 

submitted. 
8. Working to make navigating between forms A and B easier. 
9. Invite link (if logged in) no longer works for allowing external parties (non UO email) to submit 

forms.  External parties can sign forms. 
10. Can no longer autofill first and last name unless student has opted into name display on Find 

People in DuckWeb.  As it should be to protect identity. 
11. Proofpoint spam filter was preventing some employees from seeing signature notifications.  To 

resolve this, all emails originating from the central Drupal hosting service have been safe listed. 
12. Form building enhancement for faster development.  Payback about 12 builds. 
13. Drupal 9 development should start in September 
14. Potential Enhancements 

a. Bundle copy to take form input from developers outside of BAO.  Might slow down 
report building.  Might impact performance of other forms.  Perhaps revisit after Drupal 
9 

b. Responsive Design would like to use Cosmic theme to ease use of forms on 
phones.  Need to review it on a site copy. 

c. Ability to assign a delegate signing authority who would then also receive the email 
notification.  System records the actual signer.  Wait for Drupal 9 ? 

d. Nag email at certain frequency (1 day, 1 week). 
e. Lock a signature row to prevent reassignment to another signer.  Not needed since can’t 

forge a Duck ID signature that is visible to the form owners and back office. 
 

The committee felt these enhancements were not urgent and could wait until after the Drupal 9 
upgrade next year.  

  
 Cheers 
  
Mark McCulloch Director Info Systems Business Affairs 
he/him/his 
mmccullo@uoregon.edu  541-346-6249 
Thompson University Center Suite 302B 
720 East 13th Avenue Eugene, OR 97403 
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